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Abstract

We study the limits imposed by transcription factor specificity on the maximum number of

binding motifs that can coexist in a gene regulatory network, using the SwissRegulon Fan-

tom5 collection of 684 human transcription factor binding sites as a model. We describe

transcription factor specificity using regular expressions and find that most human transcrip-

tion factor binding site motifs are separated in sequence space by one to three motif-dis-

criminating positions. We apply theorems based on the pigeonhole principle to calculate the

maximum number of transcription factors that can coexist given this degree of specificity,

which is in the order of ten thousand and would fully utilize the space of DNA subsequences.

Taking into account an expanded DNA alphabet with modified bases can further raise this

limit by several orders of magnitude, at a lower level of sequence space usage. Our results

may guide the design of transcription factors at both the molecular and system scale.

Introduction

In order to understand and preserve molecular biodiversity, it is valuable to investigate if evo-

lution has explored all the options that are possible in theory. In recent years, theoretical limits

and empirical estimations for the diversity of protein folds [1], protein families [2], protein-

protein interactions [3] and protein linear motifs [4, 5] have been proposed.

Gene networks regulate the expression of up to thousands of genes via interactions between

genomic DNA and proteins such as transcription factors [6, 7]. In nature, the components of

gene regulatory networks interact in a specific manner: each transcription factor usually recog-

nizes a subset of all possible genomic DNA subsequences and different transcription factors

usually recognize non-overlapping sets of DNA subsequences. Some natural transcription fac-

tors show similar binding specificities [8]. However, crosstalk between the biological signals

read by the hundreds of different transcription factors in a proteome may be detrimental at a

cellular scale and may imposes a global constraint on the functioning and evolution of
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regulatory networks [9]. The specificity of transcription factors is not without consequence.

The number of possible sets of genomic DNA subsequences of a given length is finite, regard-

less of the degree of overlap between the sets. This implies that the number of transcription fac-

tors regulating a given gene network through specific recognition of partially- or non-

overlapping sets of genomic DNA sequences is finite as well. In other words, the number of

binding motifs in a gene regulatory network can only be so large if the sets of DNA subse-

quences recognized by its transcription factors overlap only so much. This work aims at using

empirical measures of transcription factor specificity to calculate a theoretical upper limit for

the number of transcription factors that can properly function in the same gene network.

Transcription factor specificity is usually characterized in terms of transcription factor

binding sites (TFBS), i.e., the set of DNA subsequences that are recognized by a certain tran-

scription factor. Characterization of TFBS usually starts by the experimental and/or computa-

tional identification of several DNA subsequences (termed TFBS instances) that perform a

certain function. Once multiple instances of a TFBS are known, a TFBS motif is defined as the

set of all TFBS instances that match with a given model (i.e., the set of sites to which a tran-

scription factor binds preferentially) [10]. Most TFBS are short degenerate DNA subsequences

of up to 30 base pairs long [11]. The computational definition of the nucleotide pattern for a

TFBS motif can be a fixed consensus sequence, a regular expression, or a scoring matrix. This

work describes TFBS motifs using regular expressions, which state in a sequential manner

which characters are allowed in each position of the motif. For example, in this work we

describe the motif for the Arx transcription factor with the ten-character long regular expres-

sion [CA][AG][TC][TC]AATT[AG][AG] (S1 Fig). DNA subsequences that are instances of

the ARX motif may have a C or an A in the first position of the subsequence, an A or a G in

the second position, and so on. Here, we equal the number of coexisting transcription factors

to the corresponding number of TFBS motifs.

We focus on human transcription factors as a well studied and relevant example. Current

databases report a lower bound for the number of TFBS, since the current set of human tran-

scription factors may not have reached its maximal size. The SwissRegulon Fantom5 collection

currently contains annotations for 684 different TFBS motifs in the human genome [12], pro-

viding a first empirical lower bound. From a different viewpoint, there are 2604 predicted

human protein with DNA-binding domains [7]. If each of these proteins recognizes a different

TFBS motif, a second empirical lower bound would be 2604 TFBS motifs in the human

genome. Published theoretical estimations from first principles provide upper bounds for the

number of coexisting TFBS motifs as a function of motif length and specificity requirements.

We may consider as upper bound that there may be as many specific TFBS motifs of length n
as the maximum number of sequences of length n, which is A(n) = 4n. This seems unrealistic

because most TFBS include multiple instances. A finer theoretical upper bound comes from

treating the mapping between transcription factors and binding sequences as a coding prob-

lem, where the code words are DNA subsequences of length n and the messages are transcrip-

tion factors [13]. In the limit of large errors, the maximal number of coded messages is

bounded by the coloring number of the minimal surface which can embed the code word

graph. This provides a second upper bound for the number of minimally overlapping TFBS

motifs: AðnÞ � 3:5þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
0:75 � 4n � ðnð4 � 1Þ � 4ÞÞ

p
. An alternative approach [14] takes into

account motif specificity, measured as the minimal Hamming distance (the minimal number

of sequence changes between two instances belonging to different TFBS). The number of

TFBS motifs of length n with a minimal Hamming distance d between sequences belonging to

different motifs has a third theoretical upper bound of A(n, d)� 4n−d+1. Thus, a linear increase

in transcription factor specificity d leads to an exponential decrease in the maximal number of
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coexisting TFBS motifs A. In sum, the effects of both motif length and specificity on the theo-

retical upper bounds for the maximal number of TFBS motifs are strong.

Published estimations for the maximal number of coexisting TFBS motifs assume a four let-

ter DNA alphabet. However, many genomes harbor up to dozens of different modified bases

[15] that are a key aspect of epigenetic regulation. These modified bases include N4-methylcy-

tosine, 5-methylcytosine and 6-methyladenine [16], 5-Hydroxymethylcytosine [17], 5- Formyl

and 5-Carboxylcytosine [18] and N6-methyldeoxyadenosine [19]. Modified bases can modu-

late binding of transcription factors to DNA and thus play a role in TFBS motif encoding. For

example, 8-oxo-7,8-dihydroguanine is a signaling agent for gene activation [20] and the pres-

ence of 5-methylcytosine can both increase and decrease binding, depending on the transcrip-

tion factor [21]. We propose that the effective alphabet size of DNA may be over ten letters,

which would significantly increase all theoretical estimates for the maximal number of coexist-

ing TFBS motifs.

Maximizing the number of TFBS motifs encoded in a genome should also increase the frac-

tion of all DNA subsequences of length n that are an instance of a TFBS motif. In turn, this

reduces the number of DNA subsequences that can be used to code exclusively for protein

sequences [22] and for other molecular processes involving DNA. To our knowledge, this

trade-off between TFBS encoding and the occupancy of DNA sequence space has not been

investigated.

Previous work from our group studied the theoretical limits for the number of functional

protein motifs [5]. We measured the distance in sequence space for a pair of protein motif clas-

ses by quantifying how many motif-discriminating positions prevent a protein subsequence

from matching the regular expressions for two classes at once. We derived theorems for the

maximal number of motif classes that can simultaneously maintain a certain number of motif-

discriminating positions between all pairs of classes in the motif universe, for a given amino

acid alphabet. We also calculated the fraction of all protein subsequences that would belong to

a motif class if all potential motif classes came into existence. Here, we tackle the question of

how many TFBS motifs can potentially coexist in a genome by applying the same theory to

empirical data specific for transcription factor binding sites, such as length, specificity and sta-

ble base modifications.

Methods

Database of transcription factor binding site motifs

All available 684 TFBS weight matrices from the SwissRegulon hg19 database Fantom5 collec-

tion [12] were retrieved in June 2018. As expected from the biophysics of protein-DNA inter-

actions [23], TFBS motifs present different levels of sequence conservation at each position.

We use the base frequencies bi as input to convert each TFBS weight matrix from the original

database to a regular expression as follows. For each position of the matrix we used the

observed frequencies bi for A, C, G and T to calculate the Effective Alphabet Size (EAS) [24].

The EAS can be interpreted as the number of equally frequent letters whose Shannon entropy

equals the Shannon entropy of the observed frequencies bi [24]:

EAS ¼ 2
�
P

bi log2 bi ð1Þ

Following Shannon´s definition of entropy [24], if a bi = 0, the corresponding term in EAS is

zero.

Our model incorporates conservation in a quantitative manner that determines that more

conserved (lower entropy) positions will allow less letters than less conserved, (higher entropy)
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positions. The use of this formula implies that the information content of the regular expres-

sion is as close as possible to the information content of the base frequencies used in the calcu-

lation. We then assigned EAS letters to that position of the regular expression, by order of

decreasing frequency. Last, we removed from the regular expression flanking positions that

allow for all four bases. Example calculations for the Arx TFBS motif are shown in the S1 Text

and the resulting TFBS are included in the S1 File.

Sequence specificity of transcription factor binding site motifs

We follow previous work [5], in which we used the pigeonhole principle to to calculate the

maximal number of coexisting protein linear motifs. Application of this theory to TFBS motifs

uses the same formula but accounts for the differences in alphabet size, motif length and motif

specificity.

Briefly, the regular expression for a TFBS motif of length n can be written as a sequence

A = (A1, . . ., An) where each Ai is a subset of A ¼ fA;C;G;Tg. A TFBS motif instance is

a sequence (a1, . . ., an) with ai 2 Ai for all i. We define the structure of A as the sequence

e = (|A1|, . . ., |An|), i.e., the number of allowed bases at each position.

We characterize TFBS specificity using the separation in sequence space between two TFBS

regular expressions, measured as the number of motif-discriminating positions. Given an

alignment of two TFBS regular expressions A = (A1, . . ., An) and B = (B1, . . ., Bm), the number

of motif-discriminating positions is the number of aligned positions where no letter can match

both regular expressions:

mdpAB ¼ jfi 2 f1; . . . ; ng : Ai \ Bi ¼ ;j: ð2Þ

If the two TFBS regular expressions A and B present different lenghts, multiple alignments

are possible. We then calculate mdp AB for all the alignments between the two corresponding

regular expressions that do not leave a hanging end for the shorter regular expression and

match at least one pair of positions with less than four allowed letters. Finally, we take the min-

imal mdp AB across all relevant alignments as a lower limit for the separation in sequence

space between the two TFBS motifs.

When the number of TFBS motif-discriminating positions is 0 for a given pair of motifs, we

calculate an alternative measure of specificity as 1—(number of sequences that match both reg-

ular expressions / number of sequences that match at least one of the regular expressions) (i.e.,

1 minus the Jaccard similarity index). A DNA sequence matches a regular expression if all let-

ters in the DNA sequence are allowed by the regular expression. If a letter in one or more posi-

tions of a DNA sequence is not allowed by the regular expression, the DNA sequence does not

match the regular expression.

Number of potential transcription factor binding site motifs

For a given TFBS motif structure e = (e1, . . ., en) of length n and a number k of motif-discrimi-

nating positions, jMðkÞj denotes the maximal number of TFBS motifs satisfying the property

that every pair of motifs have at least k motif-discriminating positions [5].

jMð0Þj �
Y

1�i�n

3

ei � 1

� �

; ð3Þ

Y

1�i�n

b4=eic � jMð1Þj �
Y

1�i�n

4=ei; ð4Þ
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jMðk < nÞj �
Y

1�i�n� ðk� 1Þ

4=ei ð5Þ

jMðnÞj ¼ min
1�i�n
b4=eic: ð6Þ

Where bxc denotes the floor of x, i.e. the greatest integer less than or equal to x.

The maximal number of TFBS motifs is bounded by inequality. Since we are focused on

estimating a theoretical upper limit, all calculations reported in the results section use the

upper limit in these formulae. None of the equations in this section are affected by the fre-

quency of bases in the genome, as they deal with the number of different bases allowed on a

position, not with which specific base is allowed or its background frequency. Example calcula-

tions for the Arx TFBS motif are shown in the S1 Text.

Occupancy of the sequence space

The fraction of the DNA sequence space occupied by a motif of structure e = (e1, . . ., en) is the

fraction of all possible DNA subsequences of length n that are an instance of the motif:

PotentialOccupancyðe; kÞ ≔
Y

1�i�n

ðei=4Þ ð7Þ

For a set of coexisting TFBS motifs of length n, the potential occupancy of sequence space is

the fraction of all possible DNA subsequences of length n that are an instance of any of the

TFBS motifs in the set. In the case of zero motif-discriminating positions, each DNA subse-

quence may belong to multiple motifs and we were not able to find a formula for the potential

occupancy of sequence space [5]. For values of k of one or more motif-discriminating posi-

tions, motif instances belong to a single motif and the total occupancy of the DNA sequence

space is the result from Eq 7 times the number of coexisting motifs, jMðkÞj. Example calcula-

tions for the Arx TFBS motif are shown in the S1 Text.

Results

Sequence specificity of known transcription factor binding site motifs

SwissRegulon is a database containing genome-wide annotations of regulatory sites in the

intergenic regions of genomes [12]. The regulatory site annotations are produced using a num-

ber of recently developed algorithms that operate on multiple alignments of orthologous inter-

genic regions from related genomes in combination with, whenever available, known sites

from the literature, and ChIP-on-chip binding data. We consider positional weight matrices

for 684 TFBS motifs in the SwissRegulon Fantom5 collection (section). We generate a regular

expression from each matrix, using information theory to minimize the loss of information

(section). Fig 1A shows the frequency of each motif length in the database and of the number

of symbols allowed at each position. TFBS motif length ranges from 4 to 30 characters. As

expected for eukaryotic TFBS motifs, most motifs have lengths between 5 and 20 characters,

with a peak at 10 characters.

We quantify the separation in sequence space between a pair of TFBS motifs as the number

of motif-discriminating positions (section and S1 Fig). This number is the minimal count of

positions where no symbol can match both regular expressions, for every possible alignment

where the number of aligned positions is the length of the shorter regular expression [5]. Since

other positions might not fully overlap, this is a lower limit for the separation in sequence
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space between the two TFBS motifs. We calculate the number of motif-discriminating posi-

tions for all possible 233586 pairs of TFBS motifs in our database (Fig 1B, white bars and left Y

axis). In 77% of the comparisons the two regular expressions are separated in sequence space

by at least one motif-discriminating position. This is in agreement with the use of regular

expressions, where a mismatch at a single position is enough to rule out that a DNA subse-

quence belongs to a given TFBS motif. On the other hand, it is rare to find pairs of regular

expressions separated by more than five motif-discriminating positions. 23% of regular expres-

sions pairs are not separated in sequence space by a motif-discriminating position. In this case,

we measure the separation in sequence space using the fraction of DNA subsequences match-

ing any of the two regular expressions that match only one of them (section). We find that

95% of motif pairs share less than 5% of sequences (S2 Fig). We conclude that SwissRegulon

Fantom5 motif pairs show significant separation in sequence space, in agreement with our

assumption that there is little cross-talk between natural TFBS motifs.

Fig 1. Known and predicted transcription factor binding site motifs. (A) Regular expression length and number of letters allowed for TFBS motifs in

the SwissRegulon Fantom5 collection. (B) Bars (left Y axis): Motif-discriminating positions for every pair of TFBS motifs in the SwissRegulon Fantom5

collection. Black circles (right Y axis): Theoretical estimation of the maximal number of coexisting TFBS motifs, as a function of the minimal

requirement of motif-discriminating positions. (C) Theoretical estimation of the maximal number of coexisting TFBS motifs, as a function of alphabet

size. (D) Potential occupancy of the DNA sequence space by TFBS motifs for an alphabet size of 4 as a function of the number of motif-discriminating

positions.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0263307.g001
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Number of potential transcription factor binding site motifs

We use our theory based on the pigeonhole principle (section and [5]) and the structures of

TFBS motifs in the SwissRegulon Fantom5 collection (Fig 1A) to estimate the number of Swiss-

Regulon Fantom5-like TFBS motifs that can potentially coexist in nature. We first convert each

regular expression in our database to a motif structure (section), which is a vector that quanti-

fies the number of allowed bases at each position. For each structure and a number of motif-dis-

criminating positions, we calculate the number of potential TFBS motifs. As expected from the

heterogeneity in motif lengths and structures, the calculated numbers of potential TFBS motifs

span several orders of magnitude (S3 Fig). We report the median of the distribution of the num-

ber of potential TFBS motifs in order to give an order-of-magnitude estimation that takes into

account all existing motif lengths and structures and their abundances. Requiring one motif-

discriminating position maximizes the number of potential TFBS motifs to over 9700 (Fig 1B,

black circles and right Y axis). The lower value for two or more motif-discriminating positions

is due to higher non-overlap requirements. On the other hand, the value for zero motif-discrim-

inating positions is lower than for at least one motif-discriminating position. This is the case

because the condition of zero motif-discriminating positions acts on all positions of the motif at

once (motifs in the set have common letters at all positions), while the condition of one motif-

discriminating position restricts only one position at a time (motifs in the set are separated by

one position). As a consequence, the overlap imposed by “zero motif-discriminating positions”

is more restrictive than the non-overlap imposed by “one or more motif-discriminating posi-

tion”. It is interesting to compare bars and circles of Fig 1B. On one hand, natural TFBS motif

pairs are most often separated in sequence space by a single motif-discriminating position. On

the other hand, this relatively low level of sequence specificity maximizes the number of poten-

tial TFBS motifs that can coexist while fulfilling the specificity requirement.

Role of alphabet expansion

Current genome sequences frequently only inform the four canonical bases, and it is often for-

gotten that base modifications are varied and frequent [15] and can influence transcription

factor binding [20, 21]. Regardless of the frequency of such modifications, an expanded DNA

alphabet could potentially increase the number of potential TFBS motifs. An expanded DNA

alphabet could be achieved by including new or modified bases using synthetic biology, while

not the same as new bases, modified bases increase the capacity of DNA to code for TFBS

motifs [20, 21] (section). We calculate the number of SwissRegulon Fantom5-like TFBS motifs

that can potentially coexist in nature for expanded DNA alphabets including up to 10 different

bases. Example calculations for the Arx TFBS motif are shown in the S1 Text. Fig 1C shows the

median number of potential TFBS motifs as a function of alphabet size for 0 to 4 motif-dis-

criminating positions. Increasing the alphabet size from 4 to 10 increases the number of poten-

tial TFBS motifs by several orders of magnitude for all specificity requirements tested. When

we consider an effective alphabet size of 10 letters, the increase relative to an alphabet of four

letters is highest at over 9500-fold for one motif-discriminating position (S4 Fig). This effect

decreases sharply with increasing motif specificity, becoming lower than ten-fold for 9 or

more motif-discriminating positions. This is notable since a single motif-discriminating posi-

tion is the most frequent separation in sequence space between naturally occurring TFBS

motifs (Fig 1B).

Sequence space occupancy

A TFBS motif of length n is a subset of the sequence space of all possible 4n DNA subse-

quences. We calculate the size of the sequence space determined by the regular expression for
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each SwissRegulon Fantom5 TFBS motif (section). S5 Fig shows that 82% of the TFBS motifs

in our database potentially include between 1 and 10000 DNA subsequences, with over 50% of

them including between 10 and 1000 DNA subsequences. We use this result and the corre-

sponding maximum number of coexisting motifs to calculate the potential occupancy of

sequence space for 1 to 10 motif-discriminating positions, i.e., the fraction of DNA subse-

quences of length n that are an instance of a motif if the maximum number of coexisting

motifs is realized (section). The calculated values span several orders of magnitude (S6 Fig). As

done for the number of potential motifs, Fig 1D reports the median of the distribution. For a

single motif-discriminating position, a maximally large set of TFBS motifs occupies all the

sequence space of length n: all possible DNA subsequences belong to a potential TFBS motif.

The potential occupancy of sequence space drops steeply for two or more motif-discriminating

positions. The commonest numbers of motif-discriminating positions (Fig 1B) maximize the

potential occupancy of sequence space by the resulting TFBS motifs (Fig 1D). For a single

motif-discriminating position, the potential occupancy of sequence space is 100% regardless of

alphabet size (S7 Fig). For two or more motif-discriminating positions, the potential occu-

pancy of sequence space is lower than one for an alphabet size of 4 and decreases further as

alphabet size increases. For two or more motif-discriminating positions, increasing alphabet

size leads to a trade-off between increasing the number of potential TFBS motifs (Fig 1C) and

decreasing the potential occupancy of sequence space (S7 Fig).

Discussion

The observed sequence specificity for human transcription factors (Fig 1A and 1B, bars) not

only avoids most crosstalk between them but may also allow the simultaneous activity of sev-

eral thousand TFBS motifs (Fig 1B, dots) that maximizes sequence space usage (Fig 1D).

Increasing the DNA alphabet size would allow for an even larger number of TFBS motifs

(Fig 1C). The results in (Fig 1C and 1D) are valid for any set of TFBS motifs, while the results

in (Fig 1A and 1B) may vary to some degree as additional TFBS are described.

Studies of TFBS specificity usually look for similarities between the DNA binding prefer-

ences of transcription factors [25]. The main result is that DNA binding domains with similar

protein sequences bind to similar sets of DNA subsequences [25]. On the other hand, we focus

on quantifying in an intuitive and comprehensive manner the differences in specificity

between human TFBS, which according to our definition are significant and widespread. Our

finding that most human TFBS are separated in sequence space to some degree does not con-

tradict the fact that many of them are similar to some degree. Let us consider two TFBS motifs

of length 10. The two corresponding regular expressions are identical in the first nine positions

and different only in position 10. The first motif allows A and C at position 10, while the sec-

ond motif allows G and T at position 10. On one hand, the two motifs are similar since nine

out of ten positions allow the same letters. On the other hand, no DNA subsequence can

match both two regular expressions and the two motifs are separated in sequence space by one

motif-discriminating position. In other words, a full understanding of TFBS motif specificity

requires quantitative definitions for both motif similarity and motif separation in sequence

space.

Regular expressions divide DNA subsequences into sites and non-sites, in parallel with the

specific and non-specific modes of protein-DNA binding [26], but do not take into account

affinity and transcription factor concentration. As a consequence, our model can describe how

TFBS motifs make use of the available sequence space but does not attempt to describe the

dynamics of transcription factor activity. It may be interesting to investigate the separation of

TFBS in sequence space for other eukaryotic and prokaryotic organisms and in relation to the
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information content of the TFBS motif [10]. Since TFBS specificity is generally well conserved

[25], we expect to find similar results in other species.

TFBS motifs from the SwissRegulon Fantom5 collection are commonly ten base pairs long,

which corresponds to a space of * 106 DNA subsequences. Our theory, together with the

observed sequence specificity, predicts that this sequence space can be organized into a maxi-

mum of * 9.7 � 103 TFBS motifs, separated by a single motif-discriminating position. In turn,

coding theory [13] predicts a maximum of * 4.5 � 103 minimally overlapping TFBS motifs of

length 10. A similar maximum of * 1.6 � 104 TFBS motifs can be obtained within the sphere

packing approach of [14] and a minimal Hamming distance of 4 mutations between DNA sub-

sequences belonging to different motifs. We find it reassuring that three different specificity-

focused theories lead to estimates for the maximum number of TFBS motifs that are in the

same order of magnitude. The actual upper bound for the number of TFBS motifs may be

lower than 9700 due to phenomena not included in the theory. For example, the molecular

interactions mediating protein-DNA interactions [6] may prevent some DNA subsequences

from becoming actual TFBS motifs and a need for mutational robustness [27] may further

constrain the maximal number of TFBS motifs. Also, binding of palindromic sequences by

transcription factor dimers might cut the maximum number of TFBS up to 50%. This is

because the binding sites of the two monomers would appear in our model as different TFBS

motifs with regular expressions that are the reverse complement of each other, while actually

being only one TFBS motif.

The symmetry in our equations implies that if a genome operated at or close the theoretical

limit for the number of TFBS, the resulting base frequencies would all be 25% each. Thus, the

maximum number of TFBS given by our calculation can be reached only in a genome whose

TFBS have an overall GC content of 50%. This figure seems reasonable for the human genome,

where the GC content is close to 41%. A quantitative assessment of this effect would require

the deduction of additional theorems and will be addressed in future work. Similarly, if modi-

fied bases were present and the number of TFBS was close to the theoretical limit, the resulting

frequencies of modified bases would be of the same magnitude as the frequencies of unmodi-

fied bases. Tackling this point would require the application of sequencing techniques sensitive

to multiple modified bases at the genomic scale.

There are 2604 predicted DNA-binding proteins in the human proteome [7]. Since most of

the 684 known human TFBS [12] are significantly separated in sequence space, we suggest that

a significant number of human TFBS as defined in this work remain uncharacterized. This is

compatible with the observation of conserved DNA subsequences of unknown function [28].

There is a second gap, between the 2604 predicted DNA-binding human proteins [7] and the

predicted maximum number of * 9.7 � 103 coexisting TFBS motifs. This difference may be

explained in terms of never born TFBS, which are physically possible but do not occur at pres-

ent in nature due to incomplete exploration of the TFBS coding space during evolution [29].

Our theory is in principle valid for any set of molecules recognizing stretches of a linear

polymer, regardless of the interacting partners. The overall picture for TFBS motifs is similar

to our previous results for protein-protein interactions mediated by linear motifs [5]. In that

case, the observed sequence specificity also maximizes the potential number of motifs up to

around ten thousand. The main differences are that increasing the DNA alphabet size has a

much larger effect than increasing the protein alphabet size and that sequence space usage is

much larger for TFBS motifs than for protein linear motifs at the same level of specificity [5].

These differences arise from both alphabet size and the motif regular expressions, i.e., from the

physicochemical basis of protein-protein versus protein-DNA complex formation [6].

The observation of 684 different TFBS motifs [12] and 2604 predicted DNA-binding pro-

teins [7] suggests that encoding the binding sites for human transcription factors takes up 7 to
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27% of the DNA subsequences of lengths 5 to 20. Other genome subsequences of functional

significance, such as coding sequences or splicing sites also make use of the DNA sequence

space. Because of this, our estimations for the potential number of coexisting TFBS motifs and

for potential sequence space usage should be regarded as upper limits. It should also be consid-

ered that a given region of the genome may simultaneously code for different molecular activi-

ties. For example, the genetic code is nearly optimal for allowing additional information

within protein-coding DNA subsequences [22].

Our results may aid the design of transcription factors at two different scales. At the molecu-

lar scale, the finding that naturally occurring human TFBS motifs are commonly separated in

sequence space by one to three motif-discriminating positions may guide the design of new spe-

cific DNA binding proteins, be it TALEN, Zinc-finger, CAS9 or others. A specific DNA binding

protein designed to function in a human cell should in principle have a low level of crosstalk

with incumbent transcription factors, i.e., its binding site should be separated from most (if not

all) other transcription factor binding sites by at least one motif-discriminating position. This is

a well-defined design requirement that could be incorporated in current algorithms for the

design of specific DNA binding proteins. At the network scale, the finding that the observed

TFBS sequence specificity may also allow the coding a gene regulatory network with up to ten

thousand TFBS motifs suggests that the human transcription factor binding site repertoire has

not reached its maximum size and may be significantly enlarged through engineering [7, 30].

The use of an expanded DNA alphabet with modified bases may assist both scales of design.
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